
  
  
SEP have attended the location in Seattle and carried out a two stage active investigation using rig 2 and rig 4 
equipment for the duration of 6 days in an attempt to obtain credible and authentic evidence in support of reported 
paranormal disturbances by the house owner (Keith Linder). All preliminary test procedures and analytical questions 
were carried out prior to SEP arrival on January 21st 2016. Satisfactory preliminary results were obtained leading to 
active investigation. Occurrences logged and post analysis evidence produced...   

  

Logged incidents:  

  

1. Three noted accounts of physical phenomena, i.e. physical manipulation, one 

account provides a digital log of the event at a time no human agencies were present 

in the incident location. Details of time stamp and incident recorded within the 

completed documentation.  

  

2. Three accounts of in air audible phenomena noted and heard by multiple 

witnesses at the time of the incidents. No rational explanations were discovered. 

Failed replications and incidents noted within the completed documentation.  

  

3. A large amount of unknown audible phenomena captured on digital recording 

devices and digital professional cameras during active investigation over the period of 

6 days. 93% of audible incidents demonstrate possible vocal recordings. Electronic 

Voice Phenomena (EVP) obtained 427 recordings, 318 of those have now been 

categorized as Class B, 81 have been categorized as Class A and 28 have been 

categorized as Actual Voice Phenomena (AVP). Those vocal recordings in direct 

response to questions or current environmental undertakings. Three vocal in air 

audibles were also logged as noted in section 2. Many recordings demonstrate Irish 

Accents.  

  

4. Research carried out to date: Environmental perimeters, geological and aerial 

survey, geomagnetic and electromagnetic measurements, magnetometer and radiation 

tests. Temperature and humidity analysis, electrical leakage survey, site maps and pre 

-build surveys (currently on-going). Stray reflective light conditions, psychoanalytic 

surveys and questionnaires completed. Interviews carried out with client and visiting 

priest.  

  

Current diagnostic due to conclusive evidence: LIH  
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Localized Interactive Phenomena: Often referred to as an Intelligent Haunting. 

Diminishing Possibilities: Evidence supports land locked phenomena with possible 

subtle decreasing incidents due to duration.  

  


